2020 WAA Virtual Summer/Fall Seminar  
Sponsorship Opportunities

Get in front of your customers! Sponsor a session at the 2020 Virtual Edition of the WAA Summer/Fall Seminar. Take advantage of this unique opportunity to promote your company to hundreds of interested customers.

This year, WAA is presenting its summer/fall seminar as an online event. The virtual seminar will be broken into two-hour segments and held over several weeks in September and October. That way, attendees won't have to sit through days and hours of programming. In addition to the seminar, the always-asked-for Electrical Hazard Training Workshop will also be virtual. All the speakers in both the seminar and workshop will be live and conference goers can interact with them by asking questions on the Q&A board. All sessions may be recorded for use at a later date.

You can learn more about the 2020 WAA Virtual Summer/Fall Seminar [here](#).

**Virtual Seminar and Workshop Sponsorship Opportunities:**

- The cost to sponsor a one-hour Seminar speaker session is $200 (8 available).
- You can sponsor the entire four-hour EHT Workshop for $400 (1 available).
- Your name and logo will be on the WAA Seminar webpage and on all related communications. These are permanently available for viewing after the live event when you click on that event on our events calendar.
- You will be recognized at the start and end of the speaker session.
- You will be recognized in the WAA newsletter (circ. 800 print).

We depend on partners like you to support our ongoing education and services for our members. Please review the sponsorship opportunities and choose now to have your company get in front of your customers and be recognized as a supporter of WAA and one of the leading firms in professional tree care!

**Sign up today by contacting Todd Haefke at**

[wwaexhibitorchairman.waa@gmail.com](mailto:wwaexhibitorchairman.waa@gmail.com)